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INVESTIGATING

TRIED TO HAUE
CHURCH
EATON SENT TO
INSANE ASYLUM
Eaton, prior to his death last
were described by neighbors
at the trial of Mrs. Jennie May Eaton,
the widow, today.
A month before his death, Admiral
;Eatou was planning to
take Mrs.
Iliatcn with him on a trip to Panama,
according to Samuel W. Baker, a Rock-lanoptician. Baker testified that in
February lasl, the admiral told him
that acting under commission from
President Grant, he hud made a survey for a canal route across the isthmus in 1871 . and that he looked forward with pleasure to the trip that
he and Mrs. Eaton were, to take to see
the complete cut,
Mrs. Eaton asked r.aker to assist
her in having the admiral committed
to an insane asylum. She complained
that her husband was dabbling in
poisons and drugs and Bhe feared he
would cause the death of members
of the household.
Frank G. Alger, a Rockland news
paperman, testified about conversations with Admiral and Mrs. Eaton.
The admiral said he objected to having June in the household because of
a Btory she had circulated about him.
Mrs. Eaton complained of her fears
that her husband would poison her.
Alger said that he did npt'.consider
Admiral Eaton insane, but thought he
showed certain peculiarities of speech
and manner due, perhaps, to long service in the navy.
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Atlanta, Ga.. Oi't. 21. Detectives in
Atlanta mid Birmingham today were;
working to uncover what they will
prove to be an attempt at blackmail in
conflict ion with the Pliagan murder1
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PACE TWO
GIRLS!

THICKEN AND
BEAUTIFY YOUR

HAIR

Its Gloss, Lustre, Charm
Rid of Dandruff Try
the Moist Cloth.

First In

To be possessed of a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is mere
ly a matter of using a little

New Cranberries!

miniTrn nnnnrm nn I
uyiNitn bnubtni

m

It is easy and inexpensive to have
nice, soft hair ana lots ot u. jusi
get a 23 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Dunderine now all drug stores rec
ommend itapply a little as directed
and within ten minutes there will be
;an appearance of abundance;
fluff iness and an incomparable
gloss and lustre, and try as you will
you cannot find a trace of drandruff or
falling hair; but your real surprise
will lie after about, two weeks' use,
when you will Bee new hair line and
downy at first yes but really new
hair sprouting out all over your
scalp Ilanrierine is, we believe, the
nnlv sure hntr irrnwer: deBtrover of
(dandruff and cure for itchy scalp, and
jit never fails to stop falling hair at
freBU-;nes-

W
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GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Oct. 21. ""I challenge any man to show that I have
been the tool of any interests in this
country. I challenge any man to inspect my record for 18 years and buow
a single vote that has not been in
the interest of I he masses of my con-

CUTICURA

(LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-er- n
home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to bt

Soap and Ointment

CAPITAL COAL YARD

IN

much

red, rough
and
and

J

Aaa
YvQOQ

Coal

21, 1911.

and Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
'. . . . $.05 " lb.
"
Ground Charcoal,
$ .03 "
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed et nr op rujf
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,
pCt In I.
Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,

stituency and against the great trusts
of this country." This was the answer of Oscar W. Underwood, Democratic leader of the house of representatives, to the charge made by Richmond P. Hobson on the floor of the
house.
Underwood is a candidate for the
United States senate from Alabama.
jonce.
If you want to prove how pretty and He has been the floor leader of the
'soft your hair really is, moisten a cloth Democratic party since that party
for pimples,
(with a little Danderine and carefully came into power in the house. The Do so
'draw it through your hair taking one people of the whole country are inPHONE 85 MAIN.
of
blackheads,
the
or
falsity
Ismail strand at a time. Your hair will terested in the truth
WHOLESALE
be soft, glossy and beautiful In just charges against hhn. Mr. Under- hands, and dry, thin
a few moments a delightful surprise wood's challenge should be met and
AND RETAIL
cost so
analyzed. If he is a servant of the falling hair,
awaits everyone who tries this.
WOOD
FACTORY
SWASTIKA LUMP
people he should be vindicated; if he little
is
it
almost
is the servant of special privilege he
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
ALL
THE
HAS
ABOUT
condemned.
should
be
criminal
them.
use
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
There is no question, in the first
EXTANT
METALS
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
sample or eaca mailed nw, witn
place, mat unuerwoou nui uui sianun world.book.Liberal
Address "Cutloura," Dept. 4B, Boston.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
who shave and shampoo with Cutlcur
fni ')1 Thfl AfinT for, but has constructed the present
Tlnmimy V
of the house. If sup fio&p will and It best (or skin and scalp.
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April S, 1913, the Democratic caucus
boys were prospecting when they dis- voted on the motion to table a resolu
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covered the mountain of rock which
Rev. j. W. Campbell, who was a
for an open caucus. Unthe supposed to contain tungsten. tion calling
Institution " by the U S.
one of the 107 cast member of the first state legislature,
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for assay and the result is all tne
modern in every respect.
there is a George Gould a pioneer of the state,
Rame. According to the experts wno said: "Gentlemen say that
to the Los Angeles
:
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trust
that
confronting you: was transferred
Regents
have examined the properties there great
conference.
resources
President.
the
are
A.
CAHOOM,
E.
giving away
seems to be enough tin there to pay that you
The assignments in the three disto
J. E. RHEA,
for a large smelter right on the of Alabama, a power that belongs
1. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
God, gentlemen, have tricts in the conference were as fob
the
My
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smelters
no
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There
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JOHN W. POS, Secretary.
a right to lows:
the United Stales, but as the ore is not the people of Alabama
w. A. F1NLAY.
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resources
own
win noi
their
you
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Albuquerque District.
it
pay
very rich in that metal,
t For particulars and illustrated
for smelt-- ! do it! Have they not the right to con
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district, G. H. Givan;
Albuquerque
address,
ins. The ore is also rich in magnese vert tins water xnai is runuiug uuwu Alhiiniiernue S. 13. Allison: Carrizozo,
eaks this stream, and which has run down
w Hendrix; Cimarron, J. H.
of years, Walker.
e or the stream for thousands
Clayton circuit, W. L. Self;
:here wasting it day by day, into fertilizer Galmp A Wi carter; Magdalena, F.
aims to improve our agricultural interests!
Faugt. Melrose circuit. W. P. West;
ming Are you gentlemen prepared to say Moriarty circuit, J. I. Kelly; McAllis
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you
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El Paso District.
As a matter of fact, far from be-El Paso district, J. B. Cochran;
uu
)ST. LUUISJKUIimuuniHmaouuinLixii
G. If. Sadler has just shipped two
,
an Alabama corporation, the Ala-- Alamogordo, J. E. Conder; Alpine, H.
car loads of fine horses, one to north- ing
WESTERN
PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
Traction Light and Power com- M. Smith; Buena Vista circuit, Archie
ern Texas and one. to southern Texas. bama Is
a corporation, chartered in Crawford; Clint and Yslet, J. E. FulMr. Sadler's horses are very much in pany
Canada with a capital of $65,000,000, ler; Deming, E. C, Morgan; El Paso,
demand in the Lone State state.
which at the present moment owns Alia Vista, W. H. Duncan; El Paso,
SHORTEST LINE TO
passenger
W. E. Barnes, traveling
90 per cent of the water powoutright
Highland Park, W. R. Evans; El
agent of the Sunset line, who is a per er in Alabama, and the corporation is Paso. Mission, IT. P. Bond; El Paso,
and
SPRINGS
PUEBLO,
COLORADO
DrNVER,
sonal friend of practically every resi- connected by means of interlocking
Trinity. C. W. Webdell; Fort Davis
dent of Deming, is spending a few directorates with the thing which the
Where Direct Connections are Made
circuit, R. E. Hickman; Fort Stock
live
a
is
He
in
certainly
the
city.
days
U. S. bureau of corporations calls the ton, W. R. Howell; La Mesa circuit,
booster for New Mexico's interests.
"water power trust."
to he supplied; Las Cruces, C. K.
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
Samuels & Son have commenced
The vote by Underwood is simply an Campbell; Lordsburg, W. S.
the erection of fine brick residences
Marfa, J. C. Jones; Sierra
example of his general attitude on
TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
for J. T. Fairall and Col. J. P.
conservation measures. He also vot- - Blanca circuit, to be supplied; Toyah,
street.
on
Chestnut
both being
ed
the Weeks Appalachian for-- Q. H. McAnally; Tularosa circuit, A.
will find every want anticipated in the modern hijth-claThe Fairall home will cost $3500 and est against
reserve bill, against the Humphrey B Weaver; Van Horn and Kent, E. D.
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
the other about $4000.
amendment to the Coosa river dam Lewis; Student, Vanderbilt university.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
Ernest B. Garcia, a Harvard gradu- bill
federal control, against the Otis A. Morris.
ate has come to the Mimbres valley Mossgiving
to the agricultural
Pecos Valley District.
amendment
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residence.
for permanent
Pecos valley district, J. H. Messer;
for
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To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
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appropriation
increasing
southmade an extensive tour of the
cirPoints Denver & Rio Grande-Wester-n
fighting forest fires, against the Mann Artesia, Ellis Smith; Blacktower
THROUGH
west and is convinced that Deming is amendment
to the same bill granting cuit, J. D. Wagner; Carlsbad, J. R.
Pacific Rail wav-Th- e
Royal
the right place.
funds to the department for scientific Goodloe; Clovis, J. J. Golden; Dayton
Goree-FeathRiver Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
and Lakewood, J. A. Bell; Elida cirInvestigations.
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
1070 YEARS GIVEIV) IN
to be supplied; Hagerman circuit,
"phos-sthe
Underwood voted against
WHITE SLAVE SENTENCES
E. F.
Hope,
which was designed to cuit, W. W. Turner;
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jaw"
how
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Just
busy
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Chicago,
Cramer; Lovington circuit, to be supFOR INFORMATION AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON
Uncle Sam has been under the white save workers in match factories from
plied; Malaga circuit, J. N. S. Webb:
slave act is shown by the figures Just the terrible disease which eats away Odessa
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of the de gressional campaign contributions.
More than seventy-HvBEREAVED MONKEY
fendants forfeited their bonds and
When, last summer, the Demo
GRIEVES NO LONGER.
The total jail cratic caucus had under considera
fled from the country.
Venice, Cal., Oct. 21. "Judge," a
R. J. CRICHTON,
and penitentiary sentences amount to tion the currency bill dealing with in
C. L. POLLARD,
L. A. HUGHES,
lost
Underwood little money owned by Tom Prior,
1070 years, one month and nineteen terlocking
directorates,
Manager & Treasurer.
President.
Secretary.
took charge ot the fight when that sec- his compaion "Bill," a kangaroo.
days.
The figures over the entire coun- tion was reached, and the caucus, un- "Judge loved "Bill" dearly and upon
"Bill's" death refused to be comforted.
try, from June 25, 1910, when the der the Underwood leadership, rejectNothing allayed "Judge's" grief until
United States senate passed the bill, ed the Pujo committee recommendahis owner induced him to look lovuntil August 31, 1913.
tion, and left the question of interlockingly upon a stuffed Teddy Bear. With
It is said that the number of pros- ing directorates untouched.
new affinity in his arms "Judge
editions has decreased since Federal
When the bill creating an eight- this
world.
ijudge Pollock, of Kansas City, decided ,01ir workday for women in the Dis- - Is happy and at peace with the
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Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
e house chamber, Lafferty, of Oregon,
men. ' until ine
has been disposed of by the United moved to compel him to do so. Imme- is senior partne. of the firm of F. J.
States supreme court. United States diately Oscar Underwood rose and Cheney & Co., doing business in the
bounty and State
district attorneys are Riven a free said: "Mr. Speaker, I move that the City of Toledc
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
hand to judge for themselves In what bouse now take a recess until 10:30." aforesaid, an mat said Arm will pay
DOLinstances to prosecute.
This was on the last day of the ses- the sum of ONE HUNDRED
Caand LARS for each and every case of
an
hour
sion
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only
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tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
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availwas
no
time
the
after
recess,
IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
able to get the bill back into the of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
of
FRANK J. CHENEY.
ing
the antiseptic house.
Use Allen's
Sworn to before me and subscribed
On December 3, 1911, In an Inter- nowder to be shaken into the Bhoes.
DeIt instantly takes the sting out of j view published in the New York In my presence, this 6th day ot
A. D. 188C.
he
cember,
nails.
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a
then
World, Underwood,
corns, itching feet, ingrowing
A. W. GLEASON.
and bunions. It g the greatest comfort for the Democratic presidential nomi (Seal.)
Foot-Eas-e
Notary Public
Allen's
nation, explaining his attitude on popdiscovery of the age.
'GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internmakes tight or new shoes feel ular government measures, said:
"I am absolutely against the initia- ally and acta directly upon the blood
easy. Ladies can wear shoes one size
re
certain
a
is
referendum and recall; but tak- and mucous surfaces of the system.
It
smaller
tive,
after
using.
'Your Business Solicited.
lief for sweating, callous and swollen. ing the recall in its worst aspect, the Send for testimonials, free.
F J. CHENEY ft CO., Toledo, Ohio.
tender, aching feet Try It today. Sold recall of judges, I do not believe that
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y
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
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cuts-egu-

SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

t,o

j

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

j

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

t,

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

I I"!!"
I
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MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Hug-get-

ss

67.
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
toff ice.
Pos
to
Door
(Next

License Numbers,

1

ASK FOR TICKETS -- SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

LINE

FROM SANTA FE

er

To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

y

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..

Coast, via NEW

e

Lumber and Transfer Go.

(The
I

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.
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o

Telephone 9 W

104 DON (JASPER ST.

Best (MnKSMSMM or
West
For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.
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"Elastic" Bookcase
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Roomy, convenient, attractive. We want to show yon
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horn A. II. Clialavat, a magazine writ- - WHAT IS OUR CITY DOING FOR US
in 1910.

TO WOMEN

'er,

IS YOURS A

HAVING A "MUNICIPAL EXHIBIT"

HAWTHORNE GIUES
THE PEN A ROAST

Case of "Nerves?"

Atlanta, Uu., Oct 21. The .Atlanta
federal prison was characterized as a
"living hell' by Julian Hawthorne, novelist, who was released from the prisfa that: of a famous physician unusually experienced
on after serving a sentence for fraud
in the treating of women's peculiar ailments. For
ii! coennectiun with the sale of mill
forty yearB it has been recommended to suffering
womankind. Thousands of women can bear witness
ing stocks, lie also arraigned condito its beneficial qualities. Perhaps its aid is all that
Hons in the penitentiary as "repres-is required to restore to you perfect liralth and strength.
Now is the time to act, write Dr. R. V. Tierce's, Buffalo.
sive ami cruel, and equal to the most
lurid description in fiction."
I AM NOW CURED
Mas. Iiominic Rodoeus. of Sn Francisco. Calif writes :
"They are starving men In the name
in rvcimr..eii'Jm;r yur wonderful rvrneditfl, and
"I take
ami 'Golden
wish to tr.v in Ofhnif of your 'Favorite Preacrmtjon
of econiony," Hawthorne
declared,
Medical Uncover--that tfim'iKh their usi; I am nw cured of the
various trouble that a wumnn is heir to. These remudica rured
"You hoar of the clean cells in which
me when oth?f9 failed and I therefore resolve to taiie nu other.
Ihe prisoners sleep. But you never
I thank you for your advice."
hear of the 'hole' do you?" For the;
YOUR URUGGIST CAN SUPPLY YOW
Mrs. Rodgrrs
IN LIQUID OR TABLET jFOKf.2
slightest fault, sometimes for breaking
a plate, sometimes for a little less, a
prisoner is sent to the 'hole', a place
"I reckon, young feller," he said under Ihe main building for solitary
HE LOOKED SEEDY
"that want about $25,000 worth, but confinement."
BUT HAD DOUGH I won't do business with you."
Dr. V. ,T. .Morton, of Xew York, who
closed
Treasurer MeDougald
the also was released after serving a sentence for the same crime, was equally
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 21. Trail- deal within fifteen minutess.
".Vow if you will turn over to me emphatic in his denunciation of the
ing a heavy, soiled canvas sack, a
seedy looking individual, whose name about $1,000,000 worth more, I will conditions at the Southern prison.
is withheld, sauntered inlo County take them. I have application on file
"Prisoners are subject to treatment
and now for that amount."
office
Treasurer
MeDougald's
that, is nothing more than slow raur
asked if the bonds recently voted to
"All right." said McDougald, "call der."
Dr. Morton declared. "There
extend San Francisco's municipal rail- around Tuesday and get them."
is never enough to eat."
way had been placed on sale. A youth
Hawthorne and Dr. .Morton departed
ful clerk waited on the stranger,
(SIOUX PRINCESS SEEKING WORK. for New York.
his
said
the
clerk, sizing up
"Yep,"
San Diego, Cal., Oct. 21 A girl who
At the prison it. was said that 2n
questioner. "How much do you want, recently applied here for employment men stopped work for one day about
35
cents' worth?"
about
claims to be the daughter of Sitting two months ago because of the food.
The man slammed his sack down Hull, the wily old Indian chieftain.
These men were working in the stone
on the table. Then he began stacking
She says her name Is Mrs. Robert shed. It was not said what, steps
,T.
Keith and that she was divorced were taken to get the men to return
up $20 gold pieces.
to work.

FavorMe Prescription

TO SHOW HER PEO-

PLE HOW THEIR MONEY IS BEING

fainting spells, backache, headache,
Hot flashes, dizziness,
bearing-dow- n
pains, nervouanes. all are symptoms of irregularity
and female disturbances and are not beyond relief.

the Progressive ticket next year.
"t am glad that the Progressive
party is going straight down the line
for its principles, that there is no
possibility of .amalgamation, which is
only a better term for
jl shall r turn to Okanogan county to
jtell ii:. people that the Progressive
part;, is in good hands, that a splendid
jstaiewlde fighL will be made and that
shall be found out in front lighting
for the Progressive ticket."

HERE IS CINCINNATI

?

SPENT-W- HY

double-dealin-

CAN'T WE TRY THIS ?
j

-

PAGE THREE

citizens to try to beat the city."
Moody has sent out 300 postals to
property owners In the business dis
trict asking them to put their own
value on their property.
"My purpose in taxing at full value
u not to increase the bonding ca- -

I

-

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

-

1

j

Mr.

De Vargas.
and Mrs. William

P.

Mills,

K.

Las Vegas.
II. Totsek. rtoswell.
j. W. Itoherts, Alhuqucrqu.'.
.i. ('. Robbing. l.as Cruees.
it. K. Hare, l.as Cruces.
v. A. Hagerdorn, Chicago.
j. K. Moore, Forestry Service
j. ('. Duncan. St. Joseph, Mo
John F. Young, Cuba, N. M.
Joe Heeson, Los Angeles.
C. W. llleuler, New York.
W. II. Duncan. Ft. Stockton, Toy.
J. Shaekleford, V. S. Survey.
1). (i. Elmore, V. S. Survey..
A. W. Hendricks, U. S. Survey.
C. M. Carey, Las Vegas.

,

j

T

j

EXPECTS TO EQUALIZE
TAXATION

j

BY HONESTY

H. L. MOODY,

j

Ir.lTY AUDITOR OF SAN DIEGO H AS
UNIQUE STUNT TO PROMOTE
HONESTY
AND JUST ASSESS-

'

FOLEY

Variety Adds Spice
Spice Adds Variety
The difference between a good cook and an
indifferent one is mainly a question of spice
of knowing how and when to use it.

V

KIDNEY

PILLS

SUCCEED.

San Diego, Calif.. Oct. 21. "1 am
going to give the taxpayers of this city
a chance to be honest," said City Au- dllor II. L. Moody. "I am going to be
honest with them. Heretofore the
j
property owner has known that the
county is trying to beat the state and
that the city is trying to beat the
county, so it was only natural for the

'

Because they are an honestly made
medicine that relieves promptly the
suffering due to weak, inactive kidneys and painful bladder action. They
offer a powerful help to nature in
building up the true excreting kidney
tissue, in restoring normal action and
Garden Products Displayed by School Children at Municipal Exhibit;
relieving bladder discomforts. THY and at Bottom Captain Smith Showin g the Girls How to Turn in a Fire
THEM. The Capital Pharmacy.
Alarm.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 21 A cure!
for bad city government!
An awakener of a sleepy civic coti-- :
Yon fret Schilling's Best
science!
That's the free municipal exhibit
in which the indifferent
fresh from the roaster. a
is shown what its city is do- populace
SPICES
Preserved in its aroma
ing for its benefit!
will increase the goodness of your cooking.
Try it in your own city! It makes
flavored
bad city governments good and good
while it is fresh, rich
They are always fresh, pure and of the highbetter!
est quality.
is just having one. Fif-- !
and fragrant; un"The Besf Ihe Croat Can Deliver. "
teen thousand folks men, women and
THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO.
children are visiting it. daily.
wherever .siml
changed
a m,,w.im,i ovi.ibir is n miniiclnal
Denver, Colo.
whenever you buy it.
report that everybody can understand
and enjoy.
In aroma-tigh- t
cans, cleanly
Thus, in Ihe Cincinnati municipal
exhibit the health department illusgranulated, 40c a lb moneyback.
trated its crusade against impure food
with a dress of many colors worn by a
large doll.
"This doll's dress was colored with
dyes extracted by the health department from condemned candies and
soft drinks!" a sign announced.
It
A leaky water pipe was shown.
wasn't much of a leak only a tiny
stream (lowed from It but a sign stat- led that this little leak would cause a
waste of thousands of gallons of city
water annually.
It costs the taxpayers much money
to pump water, therefore, said tne
a
sign, the leak in the water pipe was
.
"Save the city's money
money-leakEvery once in awhile we run across a business man of strength
by stopping the leak."
Monday is the favorite washday In
our
a
is
who
under
and capability
misapprehension regarding
Cincinnati. Therefore it is the hardest day of the week for the city water
company.
At the exhibit housewives
pumps.
were urged to get together with their

Coffee

MOREYS

olitaire,

A

MENT.

THE BEST

SOCIAL

SOIL IS

City Auditor of San Diego.
ot Ul cit'. b,lt
P;it:U-equalize as- sessmeiitH.
It will not work a hardship on anybody. Those who have
been cheating the city by undervaluing their property will be forced to
pay their just share of taxation."
Moody does not expect answers to
all his cards. If he gets two in a,
block he can make a fair estimate of
the total taxation. He will employ
five expert real estate men as deputy
assessors. Moody does not expect to
assess property at its full value. He
will leave a margin for fluctuation.

AS FAR

REMOVED

FROM THE

The (ire department has rigged up
NOB HILLS AS THE.POVERTY ALLEYS.
luther burbank.
at the exhibit a complete fire alarm
system and is teaching women how to "Underfed and Underpaid Helpless Folk, Peopling the Deserts of Our Cities,
pull a fire alarm box, and the police
Plant
Plants,''
Develop Barbed, Suspicious Natures They are Like
are showing careless citizens how they
Wizard Declares.
with
be
apparacheated
gambling
may
tus using for demonstration purposes
actual gambling houses paraphernalia.
There's a photograph of a loan
shnrk confiscating the household
longings of a victim and another
ture of the now empty office of the
same loan shark who with 10 others
Itas been driven out of business by
the city's campaign against them.
Don't borrow from loan sharks," the
visitor is advised.
Flies and mosquitoes are being bred
in jurs at the exhibit and allowed to
grow to maturity.
"Watch 'em grow," says a sign.
"Clean up the puddles and cesspools."
A day at the exhibit vaB given to
the school children f Cincinnati, who
had lust harvested the flowers and
vegetables of the school gardens.
Every city department tints snows
the taxpayer and his wife and child
what the city is doing for them and
what they can do for the city.
Children are writing essays on
"How I Can Help Govern My City"
and are helping their mothers in a
campaign for the cleaning
ttp of back yards, because the exhibit
shows that dirty back yards breed (lisease.
Business men are holding civic
mass meetings.
Housewives are carefully examining the measures In which they get
their potatoes because they learned
that false measures contribute to the
high cost of living.
neignoors ami umnc
In Cincinnati the municipal exhibit
for scattering the neighborhood wasn-daywas conducted by the bureau of muniover the week.
a civic investigation
'
The city weight inspector is giving cipal research,
by various civic ora
daily lessons on how to catch cheat- - body, organized
In
order to keep your
ganizations.
ing tradesman; the city smoke inspecnon partisan, it 1s necessary
tor is giving physical demonstrations exhibit
.v- to manufacturers to show them liowjinat cuy umumin
in financing it or stage manag
smoke is waste of perfectly good coal; part
it. It must also be non
the city purchasing agent is giving ing
wholesale
In
men
lessons
business
how-hIf you want to know how to start an
buying by actually showing them
in your city write to R. K.
exhibit
new
$100
typewriters
buys brand
of the bureau of munidirector
Miles,
for
tires
city
automobile
for $70 and
Neave Building,
troubresearch,
cipal
astonish
vehicles at figures that
Luther Burbank making selections of field corn for seed. Just what he
led
is working out in this connection is one of the present mysteries of his
experiment gardens.
JOINS
QUITS G. O.
Bitnshine
and
to satisfy
COP CHASES GIRL
JACK JCNGMEYKR.
PROGRESSIVES SantaByRosa, Cal., Oct.
Peasant companionship and
OVER HOUSETOPS
tratimtg wnicn tits a nature ion
'man plant responds to thousands of reaffect!11'" enjoyment of its task as well as
not
D. C, Oct. 21. R.
do
which
fined
influences
Flee21.
Washington,
Oct,
Philadelphia, Pent).,
insure efficiency,
to Picken, one of the strong men in the other organisms, adapting itself quick-ting over roof tops in au attempt
must be cleanliness instead,
"There
and
to
environment
an
in
"ew
yielding
recent Washington legislature, has w W
escape arrest, while clad only
filth; sunshine and air and room
opera cloak, Katherin Skelly, of 247 nounced the Republican party and 'most rapidly to development or blight. 'of
to grow. Not contention and nagging
North Thirteenth street, finally was
He is dis-j- '
and the choking influences of the
cantured in a closet of a house at joined the Progressives.
jtons 01) the anal0Ry between plant jslums.. with coarse living, but a coaxTenth and Spring streets by Special gusted with the display ot
which the Republicans and;alld human society, after 40 years of ""S oui ot inu ueuciue iwnU ol e..
Patrolman O'N'iel
leadership
deavor and idealism upon the fundaThe patrolman was compelled to fol- Democrats engineered in the session ceaseless experimenting.
mental trunk of mere physical exist
ana ,0f the legislature, and it has convinced
in
woman
her
dizzy
the
night,
"It took the cactus a thousand years ence.
jlow
of
is
real
no
him
there
that
falling
escaped
times
even
hope
narrowly
many
to develop spines," he said, "but
"A flower can be coaxed out of al- in either the Republican or the this dumb
copings, while the fugitive
thing can be taught in a,
the
across
home
Mr.
Picken's
Democratic
and
shoes
party.
off
sped
ed
her
few years to no longer bristle to pro-haA tn rnntml
lis at lonasKet, in uuanogan county. tect i(Bef when properiy carpd r0r.
skyline with ease.
with huimrv beasts and heat of the
l
ror
me
maae
a
nis
legismwas armed with
"e
campaign
p,mima
the crust of human bitterness. !dpsertj it developed spines and a thick
warrant charging the woman with be-- ture on the Republican ticket and has
men Have reiatneu , ,
'
.
,.1rt ltfl
from a harsh, Knt.nMn..a 1IP
ing the proprietress of a disorderly always
or
tne
adregumr
street
ZZ , . "
Tof
,t.on
selfishness and m
house at the Thirteenth
i.ulckIy removed
AnhHll
ftilU
MVl
IIIK
" the deserts
If
dress. She came to the door m scaiii;""
could be eliminated.
the
rapacity
citios
R0
our
Identically
through
that
party.
attire and asked permission to don her with
Hurbank is not a theorist. He Is a3;sanl readjustment.
They develop
dura
Mr.
to
Picken
station
the
reputation
gained
before
going
clothing
barbed, suspicious embittered natures.
practical as potatoes and beans.
house with the officer who granted ing the session of the legislature as
"One thing would at once stand out
"ve can either work In unison to- in
the
hardest
one
the
of
fighters
this request.
of a better
as a powerful ally." he continued. 'The ward the development
He
had
he
that
showed
became
house.
he
time
strong
some
After waiting
fact that the substantial middle class, jgpecies, or at odds, with auimositioci
with
tendencies
found
he
by
voting
Prgressive
suspicious. Going upstairs
ithe workers of the world with hands Hn( a preying upon one another;
the place was deserted, while an open the Progressives on numerous occasbrain, are more prolific and
intelligently, or groping
Spokesman-In
a
recent
ions.
to
the
to
letter
the
ladder
a
leading
window, with
the hardiest stock. Their
Review
Mr.
Picken
of
the
Spokane,
where
showed
prisoner
roof above,
of the best flower
The immediate aim of Luther Bur
announces his determination to join dren give promise
had escaped.
bank has been to contribute to the gening."
chim-jtha
behind
party,
Progressive
saying
O'N'iel saw her dodge
Burbank regards it as a fortunate eral welfare by giving men better and
"I pledge myself to tne Progressive lf,ir.,,ma,anfi t0WBrd tne r,msTes!i ot
ney, and then Degan ine cnaB uvci
cheaper food and more delightful flowthe
saw
who
Dart5'the roofs. Neighbors,
jthe race that the wealthy Idle have ers. But when the full record of his
she
as
woman
white-clafigure of the
"I was elected as a Republican from!no families or only small ones.
service has been written his greatest,
gathered the opera cloak about her Okanogan county to the legislature
efficient gentle people lesson will be the application of his
"Altruistic,
I was;arP nurtured in clean, inspiring envi- and leaped across spaces with the skill and am now a representative.
plant methods toward the rearing of
of a mountain goat, believed she was dlsgusted with the 'getting together' of r&nment.
from the best a better human species.
spring
They
a "ghost," and there was a panic.
the Democratic and Republican
soil, which is about as far re-("Tobacco and Whisky put a man
chine leaders in electing
iward Tay- - moved from the world's nob hills as back luOO years," this and many other
fnAi.
lor speaker, and In tl" pork barrel' from Its poverty alleys.
I eilllll IViliMC
a that
iavw hi- ' iithpr
" Hnrhnnk
they engineer,
"By good environment I mean plenty win he incornorated in his interviewThe peopled
country will vote t0 eat, first of all; fairly good clothes in tomorrow's paper.- - -- Edltor.)
city-sho-

V

The Corporation Different

j city-wld-

Because of a lack of knowledge he classes us with those who
pay big dividends on watered stock.

s

He thinks our rat are too high because he doesn't know that we have no
bonds, no preferred stock, and no water in the common stock.
A little straight talk, with figures to back it,
man right.

is

-

enough to set such a

prom-mattin-

e

We have facts and figures to prove that we only pay out in dividends
a reasonable return (7 per cent), on the actual money invested in
telephone plant.

tire-user-

P..

Perhaps you are one of those who didn't know this.

21-- "Tbe

You want to be fair,

don't you ?

I- -1

You want to do everybody justice,

don't you?

Well then, let us prove to you what we've proved to others.

;aP0;'!f l)s.

Write to us if you are in doubt.
Write us if you have any idea that we are not

" on the square."

prog-jfro-

We can prove ours to be the " corporation different."

s

kick-jres-

rvx-ift-

-

....

The Mountain States Telephone
and Telegraph Company.

"f'

-

...

...

.......

...

'

d

blind-iduc-

chll-My.-

e

-

d

:

,

little "WANT."

T

e
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announced to his fellow members
landed two straight jabs to the chest
a i. the bell.
that he was going to penetrate the
O'Rourke's round by a
VOTED
shade.
(ropical jungles that tangle themselves
about the Essequihe river in the wilds
Round 3. Both boys were ready to
of South America.
mix, and O'Rourke rushed Mathews
MAN
And with a few Indian native guides
like a whirlwind and they went into
he went.
a clinch;
the referee was having
Of what
befell this mighty
Mathews
trouble separating
them;
I provided myself with
a cotton huntsman inthings
those weird wilds he
hanging on; Mathews missed a ielt
knitted hammock made by the In- tells in the stories of his adventures
uppercut and O'Rourke came back
dians, and fitted with a mosquito net- which begin in this paper today.
a straight right to the solar plexting. This is about the best and only
us.
They again clinched, and both,
MINUTE
WEAKENS
LAST
MATHEWSAT
practical way of sleeping in the junboys pounded the other's kidneys.
Above my hammock I always THERE IS HEART
gle.
Mathews
was playing for O'Rourke's
"DRAW" IF BOUT GOES
DEMANDS
have stretched a heavy canvas 12x12
jaw, and O'Rourke for Mathew's stomINTEREST IN THE
feet to keep off the rains and damp.
ach.
ALL
FIGHT
They were mixing it at the bell:
KE'S
One other absolutely necessary arti.
PLAV, MRS. WIGGS Round even.
cle is a tin canister which la made
AND
KNOCKOUT
WAY-OTHE
Round 4. O'Rourke again forced
like a small trunk. In this all extra
the fighting, and they went " into a
'We've seed a good time for onct in
IN PRELIMS.
ONE
clothing and belongings are kept, ijiot our
mix-ufierce
to her
cried
Asia
which lasted a full halt
W'iggs
only to prevent them from getting
with both boys fighting hard';
and
dazed
minute,
the
ptill
light
imther,
by
damp, but to keep the bugs and ants,
returnlxvers of the fistic game were last O'Rourke still playing for the stomach
which are everywhere, from making a lolor i.i the playhouse as they meal of them; for it seems that every ed to the cabbage patch afte- their- night treated to one of the most scient- and Mathews for the jaw. O'Rourke
hoxiner exhlbi- - hammers Mathew's kidneys, and miss- substance in the Jungle has its spe- 'rst visit to the theater. So. too, o'- ific, nnd
yone see a good time perhaps the tlon8 ever staged in New MexjCOi and es two d"v'es for the stomach; the
cial bug which contrives to destroy it.
nas i.o oner
the arrangements for the show were crowd thought O'Rourke was hitting
My camera films were put up in tins ..est tne current stage
The big low and hollered "foul," but to tho
and sealed; then again put in a tin who goeD to see 'Mrs. Wists of the perrect ln eve,.y detatil.
box, all of which were wrapped up and Cabbage Patch," which comes t. 'If icrowd, which numbered between 400 referee and those at the ringside
?4.
Heie is a and 5()0j left the EIks theater thorough-T.la- there was no occasion. The peculiar
kept in my canister. This is the only riks theater October
pose of Mathews made a miss for tho
by Mrs. Anne Crawford Flexner :y pleasedi although some were
iu
ir&uu wiui any uegree oi
stories of her friend and
the
glancfl d DecaUBe of the fact that the stomach look low, the blows
ti
m
a
of
this
tropical country
certainty
neighbor, Mrs. Alice Hegau Rice, jmain bout Detween
kind.
O'Rourke and ing off. They went into another clinch
and
continued the hard infighting. It
waB tn ne caned a draw If
Finally, having engaged four blacks v hich renders Mrs. Wiggs, Lovely i,
or bushmen and laid in the amount of .Vary, Little Tommy and the children both men were on their feet at the end was noticed Mathews was bleeding
Australia,
Asia,
stores calculated to be necessary for
Eiiropea and
of the ten rounds. This was agreed to from the head and appeared winded.
myself and crew of six (my two na- doublv dear to those who learned to only after Mathews refused to go on The cut he sustained was accidentaltive Indians or trackers we were to love them ln tne cneery uooks, anajat tne ,ast minute unless this couces-add- ly done by O'Rourke's head coming in
new and abiding types to the glon wag gTanted.
I was
He declared that contact with Mathew'B head during the
pick up a few miles
ready and anxious to get away into minds of all who appreciate the best !thg aItitude had affected him some- - fierce fighting. O'Rourke's round.
Round 6. The boys mixed it at the
the heart of nature.
;what, and that he was not sure of himunu 001 n nnssea swings. U'Kourke
Ranjettan, my head black, who
iself, and made the above demand, ue"
ana lorcing ine ngnt
spoke a little English, I relied on most-which O'Rourke and Promoter Gregg
and rushed Mathews around the
ly to conduct the trip. The rest, of
agreed to so that the crowd would not ing
the men I could understand but little.
ring; Mathew's wind appeared to he
jbe disappointed.
and therefore my conversation Was
Credit is due to George Little, tho bad, and he kept backing up. Again
were a few howls about
rather limited, I being the only white
official referee, for his efforts to see there
It was now ten o'clock and we haii
'that all the boys received fair play, O'Rourke hitting low, but not from his
covered nearly a dozen miles. The
'and although there were some who opponent. O'Rourke landed two or
s
heat from the stifling sun's ravs
(thought he should have separated the three uppercuts to Mathews and
made the air like a Turkish bath, ami
continued
fightclinched;
they
the
while
clinched,
majority
!boxej-it was a great relief w hen Ranjettan
realized that he used good judgment in ing hard, and were clinched at the
bell.
O'Rourke's round, all the way.
steered for the shore and the inviidid.
as
he
handling the bout
Round 6. This round was where
ing looking shade.
George Volney Howard was the an-- i
O'Rourke, had he taken advantage of
The manner of living in the tropics
nouncer.
his opponent, might have ended the
is quite different from that of a more
The invitation of the promoters to
bout.
Matha terrific mix-unorthern clime and the traveler will
jthe ladies to attend the bout was ac- ews During to the
do well to conform to their custom:;.
floor, and in atslipped
and a dozen or more were in
cepted
to rise, O'Rourke stepped
For instance,-ithe early morning
attendance and from their enthusiasm tempting
forward and assisted him, amid the
took coffee and crackers; between ten
apparently enjoyed the exhibition cheers and
they
and eleven a hearty breakfast; in tho
plaudits of the audience.
Smoking This act
jas well as their escorts.
?w ;
; ' v'
afternoon we made tea and at niir'it
certainly made O'Rourke
T
forbidden and there was perfect
jwas
we had dinner. This is the English
many friends, and demonstrated the
jorder and no boisterous conduct at any fair and square fighter. At the bell,
custom of Guana and when one has
time.
in
more or less strenuous matters to at' "
In the preliminary bouts there was aO'Rourkemix-u-was pounding Mathews
fierce
and Mathews Went to
tend to the hours are excellent, for
bad
and
indifferent,
'boxing, good
his corner very tired.
between eleven and four in the afterO'Rourke's
There was one knockout, one
noon it is much too hot to be about,
round.
out
went
the
another that,
limit,
jand
7.
Round
Mathews looked worried
land it is only during the morni ig
jside the main bout,
and kept hacking away from Tommy.
hours and the late afternoon that we
of the local boys,
one
"Mike"
Baca,
went on our way, excepting on r.v'e
while Tommy kept plugging away and
late yesterday afternoon sent word
to his
occasions. It is quite the same, too,
not go on with his boring in. He rushed Mathews
would
he
that
mix-uocwith the wild folk, though most of
whom corner and another fierce
OuJgjtOOnttati
over
with
bout
scheduled
Duran,
our
with
animals here are
both
hard,
boys
curred,
fighting
He
lie already had two decisions.
those of the day only moving
O'Rourke displaying his wonderful in
Tackling These photographs, made especially for the New Mexican, show two Chicago university football
refused to give his reasons, and "Kid"
about in the early morning and late
stars in action. In the top picture the man with the ball has been tackled, "hard and low," and in the lower
They were again
Al- fighting abUity.
came
who
from
Carson's
brother,
it at the bell. This round was
afternoon; so that a stranger, upon
photograph he is shown, knees pinned together, on the ground.
to Beeond his brother who mixing
buquerque
all O'Rourke's.
entering the great forest, may be surwas to box "Demon" Rivera, consent
Round 8. Mathews was very tired,
prised at the absence of life; but if at
to
Baca's
take
ed
place.
and Tommy went after him hard with
nightfall or early morning, he should L.ovey mary in "mrs. wiggs or inc
The Prelims.
take up a position and remain quite
Mathews on the defensive; O'Rourke
Cabbage Patch."
In the first preliminary two local rushed Mathews to the ropes and anstill, then he may be surprised again
at the abundance of wild life. So,
Miss Hazy, the boys, .Tacobo Martinez and Jose
in dramatic art.
other fierce mix-uoccurred, with
had a substantial breakfast,
we
spinster, who sees life through jzalos, Avent four rounds nt 125 pounds. Mathews hanging on. O'Rourke was
swung our hammocks in the shade, smoked glasses, and Mr. Stubbius, George Volney Howard acted as ref- jheard to ask Mathews if he was doing
where we dozed and idled away the shiftless and
but a con- - eree in this bout. After one minute a parlor stunt and asked him to stand
long, hot hours of the day.
noisseur in home cooking, emerge iiiof the first round it was evident that no and fight. O'Rourke led with a terrAs the sun dipped low in the west the play more comical than in their Martinez was no match for his adver- ific, swing and missed, and Mathews
we were up and about, again. After
original environment.,
isary and he was kept continually on rushed into a right upper cut. They
tea and a little "cassava" bread we
the four clinched and were fighting hard at
The play will be presented here tin-- the defensive throughout
resumed our way.
der the management of the Vnited rounds. He, however, was game and the bell. O'Rourke was as fresh as
By nightfall we came to a little In-- i
when he started. This round all
managed to stay the limit.
Play company.
dian hamlet and it was here I was to
'Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,"
The second bout was between the O'Rourke's.
get my two Indians. They were of is just what the play bill calls it, "a local pride, "Demon" Rivera and "Kid"
Round fl. The
of the ev'the Macoushi tribe, quite pleasant fel-- classic character comedy with heart Carson, of Albuquerque, and the less ening came in thissurprise
round. After the
laws, always ready to laugh, especial-- and human interest." Neither time nor said about this the better, for Carson boys started to mix it and during
befell them. One
ly when
changes in the cast have taken from discovered after a couple of minute's some hard infighting, O'Rourke fell
of these fellows Is that they
its soul interest, marred its wit or fighting in the first round that he was back for a drive and Mathews quick
will never give their Indian name, but
or dulled its paths. It is a in for a beating and tried to lay down as a flash Bwung his right and landed
wilt nave you call them "John
or philosophy
sermon on optimism, a cneery pic in the first round, but the bell saved squarely on O'Rourke's jaw, sending
me
so
informed
"Charlie",
Ranjettan
ture of virtue and hope and of high, him and after about 35 seconds of the him back. O'Rourke looked surprised
that one was John Charley and the if sometimes
rude, endeavor among second round, during which Rivera and came right back, fighting hard,
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nnd
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carriers
before for
ing
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limned among liberately laid down until the count where they mixed, and the bell closed
Patch,"
though
John
a
Europeans,
Charley could say
is laden with a beautiful jof ten had expired, when he arose the round. This was the only round
few words in English. In answering the poor, never
fails to point to the and ran from the ring, amid the hoots where Mathews had the advantage.
theme.
It
it seemed that he tried to say what
Round 10. Both boys shook hands
f
the audience. He at least saved
It
better.
suggests the
always,
was
pleased, whether it
really so or lift,
himself a good beating. Rivera show- - for the last round, and Tommy had
not; as when I would ask him if there
jert wonderfully improved form, and the smile that won't come off on his
were any jaguars in certain sections
face; Mathews attempted to rush into
demonstrated he is a comer.
M.
U.
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he would always reply, "Plenty tigers,
a clinch, but O'Rourke fought him off
Duran Knocks Out Carson.
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plenty tigers." That night we swung
Mathews came
The third, bout was between Young and uppercut hard.
(Editor's Note Dan J. Singer is important, not less than bix bushmen large rubber plantation five miles out our hammocks in one of their "ben
Worcester, Mass., Oct. 21. William Duran, the "Fighting" Mexican, and back, but was stopped by Tommy with
to
or
of Georgetown.
abs." In the morning, instead of con- K. Parker, of Harrington, Maine, a
one of the most famous of all Amer- or native Indians
paddle, haul
of Albuquerque, and a straight left to the chin. Mathews
Mr. Spencer who has ten tigers to tinuing on our way, we decided to re- University of Maine football star, was Bennie Carson,
hunters. He carry around these various waterica's famous
started
both
bovs
mixing it from the led hard for the jaw and missed, and
his credit (tiger being the local term main over a day, and try for a little instantly killed today in a street railhas "brought them down" in the ways.
one minute of fighting Tommy missed a hard swing, that was
after
but
bell,
Having become acquainted with the for jaguar), and has assisted in the fresh meat, having been encouraged way transformer station when 13,000 Duran landed a terrific Jolt to Carson's intended as a haymaker.
Eockies, in Canada, in Mexico, and
Mathews
I at once set about to killing of as many more, had
Alaska. And now he has just hunted requirements.
just by John Charley, who told us of see- volts of electricity passed through his jaw and his head hit the floor with a went after O'Rourke, but again was
"the great American tiger" on the
get such a crew and necessary outfit. such a pack of dogs as I wanted to ing large and fresh tapir tracks about body from a feed wire.
thud. It was one of the cleanest knock- stopped with a straight left to the
There was one other point I had in take on my trip. Another problem two miles up the river the evening
river in South America.
outs ever pulled off, Carson behg car- jaw. There was another fierce mix-uadven- mind, and that was to procure, if pos- was also overcome when he suggested before. To follow hounds through the
are the
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cheap but it ried from the ring, and it was a half at the bell, and both boys went to their
jungle on foot seemed to me at first sure does the work. Try one and be
tures that accompanied this last trip.) sible, a few good hounds that had that I use his curial.
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UNITED TEXTILE WORKERS
SCORE I. W. W. ORGANIZATION.
RESCUED BY LINEH
e wYorl;, Oct. 21
A wireless mesPhiladelphia, Oct. 21. Routine
sage today told of the rescue at sea
were discussed in today's ses- this aftprnonn of the crew of the
schooner Mitrjorie Brown by the Norm sion or me convention oi me unneu
German Lloyd steamship Berlin, due States Textile Workers of America,
here tonight. The message came from Charles A. Miles, a general organizer
of
the captain of the Berlin and said of the union, in an address, told
his work in forming unions in differ-ln'ile- s
that the schooner had sunk about 200
east of Sandy Hook, but gave no ent parts of the country. He scored
details. The Marjorie Brown was of the Industrial Workers of the World
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CREW OF SCHOONER

HUUiS

Dr. Wroth, the well known Duke
City physician and prominent llason,
ib registered at the Montezuma hotel.
.1.
E .Davenport, of Espanola, is a

SUIT

visitor here.
J. L. Allen, Jr., of Lamy, is here on
business. He is stopping at the Montezuma.
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SOUTH DAKOTA
ASK RELIEF FROM PAYMENTS
Washington, D. C, Oct. 21.- Hun
dreds of settlers of Cheyenne and
Standing Rock Indian reservations in

Scuth Dakota petitioned congress tofor
day, through Senator Sterling,
relief fro mfurther payment on their
lands. Four years of drought and poor
crops, they said, had put them on the
verge of ruin and that they would be
compelled to .leave their lands and lose
their homestead rights unless relieved. The case will be taken up by the
public lands committee.
GRAND JURY OF NEW YORK
OBEYS MURPHY ORDERS.
New York, Oct. 21. The grand jury
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John Purroy Mitchel, fusion candievidate for mayor, to appear before the
Uilioralorv, riilliulelplda. l'n.. for
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While there is not much activity Foley's Honey
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That is the remedy of Capt Cava- in various branches of business in the has a very soothing and healing ef
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naugh of the local police department.
TIME TABLE
north end of Taos county, the outlook fect on the irritated and inflamed air
s of the
He is going to appeal to the city fath
is perhaps as bright, if not brighter, passages, and will help very quickly.
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at
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To Effective January 1st, I9IJ.
ers for an allowance of buttermilk to
than last year at this time. The crop It Is a well known family medicine
Fireman's Hall.
those released from jail after "a bad
of cereals this year does not equal that that gives results. The Capital
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conof last year by considerable, but the
night."
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nect with No. 3 westbound and
difference is made up in the price.
No. 10 eaatbound.
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is now all harvested and it is larger hibited by the forest service at the
Fourth Friday of
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Bowels by Morning.
than in any year during the past four Eighth International Dry Farming conthe month at 8
Coast points.
with usual prices maintained. There gress at Tulsa, Okla., October 22 to
o'clock p. m.
Get a
box now.
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increase the output. Matters pertain- tion a government tree nursery,
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and then and never
STEPHENS,
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irrigation of Sunshine Valley
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are assuming proportions that look government, for greater facility in
know the misery caused by a lazy A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and 3.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conbrighter than at any time since the travel, and particularly for the pur
liver, clogged bowels or an upset
nect with No. 7 westbeund
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
stomach.
project has been under discussion. The pose of making every part of the forRed River mining district has made est accessible to fire fighters and fireEl Paso sleeper, also No.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
some rapid strides the past summer fighting equipment. It has fire look
4 eastbound.
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out towers; telephone lines, which enm
7:30
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p.
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all
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know about the wonderful
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uromneia is aiscus- - bowels. Then you will feel great.
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mother,
ereatn Irpnr nlenr nf tnflflmmnlilA ma- No. 8 westbound.
A Cascaret tonight straightens you
smg matters or great moment wiin
Marvel
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so that fire may not easily pass j'es 1 wi" wear the charmeuse-N- o,
ODD FELLOWS,
mother.
out by morning.
work while
isoucne terial,
They
Returning, arrive Santa Fs II: 38
from one part of the forest to another. Milan hat this time Rex has influenza
No. 2. I. O. o. r.
Mrs. Bromfield, bride of a wealthy you
box from
sleep. A
a. m.
Certain areas show homesteads devel
I am going to change his dog bis- resident, has decided that she will er- any drug store means a clear head,
Santa Fe Lodge
Askyonrdnuretstfor
irmeets
oped under dry farming and under
ect a wireless station on her home sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
cuits, etc., etc.
it. line cannot bud
regularly
for
Call
ply the MARVEL,
If some sleepy wireless operator to consult her mother, who lives sev- and bowel action for months. Chil- every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
rigation, and one showes a tract
accept no other, but
which is being logged under govern- aboard an ocean-goinliner picks up eral miles away and with whom tele- dren love Cascarets because they In Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting brothSena tamp for book.
Reports.
ment regulation.
J
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THE VERY
DUTCH BONNETS,
LATEST HEAD WEAR OUT IN ASSORTED COLORS. N. SALMON.
Gnagey and Ervien for mission fixtures and electric portables.
The Civic Department of th'i Santa
a short
Ke Woman's club will hold
business session promjitly at 2:20,
just before the regular meet ing of the
club on Wednesday, Octoger 22nd,
Rexall Cold Tablets break up a cold
liver night and do It most efficiently
You need no other
.ir.d permanently.
Zook's Pharmacy, Inc..
guarantee.
succeeding Fischer Drug Co.
Burning the Leaves That fall Is
giving way to winter Is noticed by the
odor of burning leaves which now fills
the nostrils of those who take strolls
in what was only a short time ago was
the "shady" portion of town.
HOSIERY,
WE SELL INSURED

affair promises to be largely attended.
BLANKETS AND COMFORTS THE
KIND YOU CAN REFER TO
AS
GOOD BED COVERINGS.
SEE OUR
WINDOW

DISPLAY.

N

21, 1913.

Elegant Line
IN THE

LATEST SHAPES

SALMON.

Woman's Club Meeting The first n Plush, Velour, Felt, Beaver.
regular business meeting of the Santa Velvet, Silk, Satin, Moire Hats
Fe Woman's club will be held at the
with a most beautiful
Palace of the Governors on Wednes- together
line of novelties in Ribbons.
3
m.
This
at
p.
takes
meeting
day
the place of the meetings which have Bands, Fancy and Ostrich Feathbeen formerly held in the morning, ers, Etc., are shown at
but which have been changed calling
Imfor meetings in the afternoon.
portant matters will come up, and every member is urgently requested to
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
be present,
It would be impossible to imagine a
more welcome theatrical attraction for STOCKHOLDERS OF C.
4 O.
local amusement lovers than "Mrs.
HOLD ANNUAL MEETING.
Wlees of the Cabbage Patch." which
comes to the Elks Theater October 21.
Richmond, Va., Oct. 21. Annual
The name Itself is a synonym for all meeting of the stockholders of the
that Is bright and cheerful, optimistic, j Chesapeake and Ohio railroad comcharitable and courageous in a woman, pany was held here today. Officers
albeit there is sounded at times in the reports were approved and the board
note of directors was unanimously
play, as in the book, the world-olof pathos and pain which comes to us
as follows;
all. The play will be presented here
' Frank
Trumbull, New York, chairof
the United
under the management
Richmond;
man; Decatur Axtell,
Play company.
Frank H. Davis, New York; James H.
The Supreme Moment! Critical
Dooley, Richmond; W. E. Huntington,
ness requires medicine that Is pure New York; F. E. Rawson, Chicago;
and of full strength. Let us supply T. P. Shonts, New York; Geo. W.
your drug store needs; then you'll feel Stevens, Richmond, and F. A.
New York. The board
safe when a supreme moment comes
to you or yours. You can depend on
In New York next Thursday to
us. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding name officers.
F ischer Drug Co.
SOME
SHOWING
$3 j
WE ARE
Ooffoo
AND $5 MEN'S TROUSERS THAT

$255,736 have been paid in In taxes in
Notaries Named.
The following wre named ti notary that county. Second place goes to
Colfax
with
Auto Delivery Every ilour !
Auto Delivery Every Hour I
publics yesterday by (Imeniur W. ('. Chaves with $250,332, in. No other
third with $232,220 paid
McDonnld:
county has passed the $200,000 mark
James A. Antry, McDonald.
in tuxes
collected, although both
Joseph 0. Gilbert, Hoswrll.
Giant and San Miguel l'!lss this
Melrose.
C. 11. Haiiiiiuii,
TO
amount in taxes due.
Krnest D. Reynolds. Melrose.
In the percentage
column, J .una
New Incorporation.
county leads having collected 117.49
Sen ice
Articles or incorporation have been per cent of the total $110,718 having
Try Our
filed by the H. M. 11. Land company been paid out of a total of $113,507 on
;of Doming, N. M., John M. McTewr, the tax rolls. McKiuley is second in
(statutory agent. The company lias a the percentage column with 96.22, havcapital slock of $10,000. and starts ing collected $53,67S out of a total Va-of
business with $2,000 subscribed. The $55,786. Chaves, Grant, Quay and
'incorporators are as follows: John lencia all have collected 90 per cent
Those collecting 80 to 89
M. McTeer, six shares, C. H. Hon, sev- or better.
en shares, and C'has. T. Rowers,
per cent are Bernalillo, Colfax, Curry,
Dona Ana. Eddy, Lincoln, Roosevelt. GUARANTEED
shares, all of Hewing, N. 11.
NET TO WEAR OUT
Sierra and Taos, Those collecting 70 AT TOE OR HEEL, 25 CTS A PAIR.
are
Mora,
cent
79
to
Guadalupe,
Motion for Rehearing.
per
THE HUB. N. SALMON.
K. ('. Wilson, attorney for the mount-leI have
some
Otero, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, SocorK. of C. Attention!
60
in
Those
Union.
the
collecting
supreme ro, and
police, today filed
fine charms and other insignia for the
Juan
San
in
the
Sandoval.
are
cent.
to 69 per
court, a motion for a rehearing
of Columbus and 1 shall be
Colled ing less than Knights to show them to all who will
case of the State of New Mexico, ex and Torrance.
pleased
there
G.
to
exact,
be
Sargent, Oil per cent, 57.07
jrel, Fred Fornoff, vs. Win.
call at my store H. C. Yontz, Jewstate auditor, in which case a decision is but one, Santa Fe.
eler, San Francisco street.
re
ifor the state auditor was rendered
For Rent Two furnished rooms in
on
wlilcD
cently. This is the action
Deleaates to Road Meeting.
Capital Cily Bank building. Heat,
dethe future of the mounted police
has light and bath. Joseph R Hayward.
Governor Wm. C. McDonald
pends, as it was brought to compel named the following delegates to the
Power A great touring
the state auditor to make a levy for Ocean to Ocean
association car, filled with "Angelenoes" was in
Highway
'the support of the force, the legisl- convention which will be held at Los the city this morning. The car Is a
ature having refused to make any ap-- '
Hudson, has Rt horse power and is
Angeles. October 24th. and 25th:
TAILOR CAN DUNO EXCLUSIVE
propria! ion for its continuance.
A finger-sna- p
for what
well equipped for the transcontinental
Don 11. Kedzie, Lordsburg.
NEAR
with New York as the destina-- PLICATE AT ANYTHING
J. U Burnside, Silver City.
jtiip.
THE HUB. N. SAL- Investigating Seepage.
THE PRICE.
we're "going to do;" it's
S. J. Smith, Denting.
tion.
YOLT
An investigation Into the seepage
The Pioneer Bread is strictly pure MON.
It. A. Woolford, Hillsboro.
doing it tliat counts.
Remembers the Torreons Captain
jot the Rio Grande from the Colorado
Oscar Snow, Las Cruces.,
made under the newest improved
to the Texas line was started yester-jdafor sale at Kaune & Co., An Smith II. Simpson, of Taos, who is In
Fred Hammond, Kelly.
You want good, fine,
by the hydrographic survey office.
Santa Fe this week, remembers well
W. M. Borrowdale, Magdalena.
drews and Gormley grocery store.
Five engineers have been assigned to
end
or
at
each
the
C. G. Duncan, Socorro.
towers,
the
of
"torreons,"
committee
"The executive
f'rwii coffee; what are you
A. B. Haca, Quemado.
jthe work as follows: Frank O'Brien
Scottish Hite request all parties that of the portal of the Old Palace as well
ifroni the Colorado line to the
in
west
was
the
old
serH. M. Daugherty, Socorro.
as
that
the
Tt can't
jail
have bills against the Rite for
waiting for?
river; John K. Powers. Embudo
John Becker, Jr., Belen.
furnished end of the Palace. Captain Simpson
or
rendered
vices
supplies
to point where Santa Fe river rims
Jose Y. Aragon, Magdalena.
walk to your door.
at the reunion last week to present declares that Governor Armijo con.1. S. McTavish, Magdalena.
soldiers on guard in the
(into the Rio Rrande: C. J. Emerson
settlement.
kept
and
audit
at
once
stantly
for
same
from the Santa Fe river to San
You know the name.
Frank McKee, Albuquerque.
All bills should be handed or address- two towers and these timed themI
and E. I.. Redding from San
J. Burch, Raton.
a sun dial in the Plaza facselves
A.
by
to
secretary.
ed
Chas.
Wheelon,
It is ex
to the Texas border.
WE WAtfT THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY TO COME IN AND
Schilling's Best, in aroma
George H. Hunker, Las Vegas.
STREET ing the Palace. The towers also apTHE
FOR
GLOVES
R. .1. Taupert, E. Las Vegas.
00 BUSINESS WITH US ONLY BECAUSE IT MEANS DOLLARS TO pected that the work will require
in an old map of the city of
DRESS
pear
MOTORING,
jDRESSING,
BUYING AT A STORE WHE RE YOU PAY MORE FOR THE SAME ahout ten days.
THEM.
tight cans.
James A. French, Santa Fe.
GLOVES, WORKING, ETC. ETC. ALL Santa Fe found in the British Museum
R. P. Ervien. Santa Fe.
QUALITY OR GET POORER HARDWARE FOR THE SAME PRICE THAN
in
on
now
the
and
GUARANTED
"Hello" "yes."
assembly
AND
display
VALUES
GOOD
Case Dismissed.
WE WILL GIVE YOU IS LETTING YOUR DOLLARS TAKE WINGS AND
Eugenio Romero. Mora.
N. SAL- - room of the School of Archaeology.
"Please send me a can of
i$1 TO $3.50. THE HUB.
YOU
COME
BUT
MUST
OU
ALL
WILL.
AROUND
HUNT
Bernalillo.
G.
FLY AWAY.
Marcos C. de Baca,
District Attorney Charles W.
New Mexican Want Ads always
Best Coffee."
MON.
Schilling's
AT
HARDWARE
THE
KINDS
OF
BEST
FIND
TO
THE
TO OUR STORE
Harry Fincke, Moriarty.
Ward, of Las Vegas, who returned
"All right." "Good bl."
results. Try It.
bring
A Eastman Folding KoNo.
Lost
PRICE.
LOWEST POSSIBLE
Gayle Talbott, Artesla.
Saturday from n business trip to Guaddak. Reward if returned to De Vargas
W. M. Alkinson, Roswell.
alupe county, investigated the comhotel office.
A. A. Rogers, Portales.
of
warden
of
the
game
deputy
plaint
Rosa.
Chamber of Commerce The Santa
Santa
H.
COMPANY.
John
W.
Hicks,
It.
SimpWOOD -- DAVIS
that
county
Guadalupe
11. Priddy, Portales.
Chamber of Commerce wil.1 hold its
Fe
James
an
shot
of
bad
antelope
Vaughn,
PHONE 14 son,
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
M. J. Helmick, Socorro.
meeting tonight at assembly
atregular
law.
to
The
district
the
contrary
hall in the Old Palace. The meeting
D. K. B .Sellers, Albuquerque.
torney found no evidence against
is called for 7: SO p. m. and every
Dr. Walter Mayes, Magdalena.
Simpson, and ordered the complain
is invited
member and member-to-bFrank Landavazo, Magdalena.
dismissed.
and urged to be present. The session
The district attorney also filed
promises to be a lively one.
stilts for the collection of unpaid GRAND LODGE TO
Get the Best in Drugs and Chem-- '
taxes of several' land grants for the
icals and the truest In satisfaction by
MARTYR
CONFER
about
sums
The
aggregate
past yenr.
s
all your drug store wants filled
$10,000.
MASON DEGREES having
at Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding
FifCher Drug Co.
Sol Agent
for INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Protecting the Game.
Grand Lodge Officers The grand
Following two business sessions, the
subis
The Quay County Game Protective Grand Lodge, of the A. F. & A. M., Lodge of the A. F. & A. M. today
IIFaLFA SEED. Alt kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages association is proving one of the
Mat held a
Grand
elected the following officers:
smoker, last night at the
organizations ever launched in sonic hall on lhe plaza. Over 150 Master, Nathan Jaffa, of Hoswell; Sen.
Tucum-carlQuay county, says the Sun of
Master Masons, were in attendance ior Grand Warden, A. W. Pollard,
The only
grain house in Santa Fe
and spent a most enjoyable evening. Deming: Junior Grand Warden,, Alon-zis
The membership
daily increasing
McMillin, Albuquerque; Treasurer,
Today,' the Grand Lodge reconvened
;and the spontaneous response to the at 9::!0 a. m. taking up various busi- Arthur Maloy, Albuquerque; SecreTesPhone B,ack appeal to the fair minded sportsmen ness matters.
Phone Black
tary, A. A. Keen, Albuquerque.
is evidence that much good will be ac
Deland
Fine
Kosher
For
Sausage
Grand
At fi o'clock this evening the
45
ting
45
Marcomplished.
will attend supper served under icatessen Meats try the Modern
I
Some few individuals seem to think Lodge
of all
used.
Frank
ket.
Matirer,
proprietor.
of. the ladies of the EastT .
there is no wrong in violating a law the auspices
BALKANS SWEATERS THE LATwill be at the
The
Star.
ern
supper
so long as they don't get caught.
IN SWEATERS OUT.
STYLES
EST
That this association is very much Cathedral banquet hall.
N. SALTHEM.
At S o'clock tonight the conferring COME AND SEE
iq, :itiive iv luigiiL ue wen ioi me utuwit?NH
MON.
& to let these facts soak in. Since or-- oi the Master Mason degree will take
Studying America First The Womare so
this
place at a Bpecial meeting of Monte- an's club at Delia, Colo., writes the
any
ganizing about two weeks ago, this
Masons
AH
Master
No.
1.
zuma
Lodge
has knowledge of these
for
of
American
clothes
School
Archaeology
to
be
invited
are
you
Following
present.
facts.
the study course in American Ar;h
That on Sunday, Oct. 5th three Tu- - the ceremony, lunch will be served.
style
shape.
neology especially prepared for WomWednesday's Program.
cumcari hunters were caught shooting
Mrs. J. L, Wilson, liThe program for tomorrow is as fol- en's clubs by
SANTA FE, N. M.
PHONE 12
quail near Henley and were run off
brarian of the school. Albuquerque,
local
lows:
the premises.
prices
too, will this winter have a study class
That on the day previous two
Morning Business session Grand or
Mrs.
on
circle
tailors
de
archaeology;
misfit
ready-mareading
hunters were caught shooting Lodge; Cathedral.
A. II. MeMillen
having inaugurattd
niiail in the Hanley vicinity and warn
Afternoon Closing session Grand
the movement.
you can
ed against further violation of the law Lodge; Cathedral,
The public
School Entertainment
these
like
and that they are reported to have
Evening "Movie' party at Elks' school entertainment
to be given
come on the Hargis vicinity and re- theatre for all Master Masons and
night, October 23, will be in
sumed the slaughter of quail.
ladies. Get tickets from J. AV. Mayes. Thursday
Cathedral audi
That one man has been reported as (Ask him about "The Ragtime Wed- the Scottish Rite
torlum and season tickets will admit
a self confessed trapper of quail.
ding.")
holders to the lower floor. Miss
Dishop and Mrs. Van. Stone will play
of
Collected.
Taxes
CRAWFORD
Percentage
selections before and after the
CATRON BLOCK,
organ
The traveling auditor's office has
DEAD.
IS
OF KANSAS
Miss
and
Phyllis
entertainment,
Just issued the monthly statement
The
solo.
will sing a soprano
showing percentage of taxes collected
Topeka, Kans., Oct. 2t. Samuel .T. Mayne
up to October 1st. This statement Crawford, third governor of Kansas,
shows that there was $3,586,023.40 onfanlous as an Indian fighter, died at
Coffee
the tax rolls to be collected, and that the jlome 0f njs daughter, Mrs. Arthur
to
sum
the
of
$2,919,October 1st,
up
'capper, heretoday at the age of 7S.
Tt's for enjoyment and
CS2.82 had been collected or 81.42 per
F,vhting on the Union side in the
tce"tCivil war. he attained the rank of
comfort. Without that,
Bernalillo county leads in amount iRHeadier General of volunteers. He
in
not
collected although
percentage. h , , lhe offlce of eoVprnor from 1S65
drop it. T5nt what you
1
to 18(!9, resigning to lead an expedcan get out of fine coffee
ition against Indians on the Kansas
Do you realize what this means to you and tuose depend-o- n
frontier. General Crawford had a place
is worth going after.
5 in
von?
!of honor among the Indian campaign
ers of the frontier states.
D'.m't be satisfied with a small salary all your life do as
Schilling's Best is fine
Mr. Crawforl was born in Lawthousands have done; let the International Correspondence
In
1S35,
and
rence
county, Indiana,
Schools siiow you how your pay can be increased. It matters
coffee, with all its flavor
He was a
to Kansas in 1S59.
jcame
not where you are, in the factory or in the shop, i i the mine
'member of the First Kansas Legislaand fragrance carefully
or i:i the miil, in the odice or store, the I. C. S. can and will tj
ture, as a Republican.
between meals Is a frequent
a increase your earning capacity.
j
preserved in artmia-tigh- t
condition of school children.
MAY STOLEN EVIDENCE
The l.C. S. imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
jj
BE USED, IS QUESTION
cans.
1 advance you in your present position r to an occupation
They do not get the right
more to your liking;.
doc-Cleanly granulated,
21.
Whether
'
Los Angeles, Oct.
and 2
cans, 40c a lb
A dollar an hour is not out of your reach, if you will only let
kind of food to nourish their
uments alleged to have virtually been
moneyback.
can
be
stolen
agents
government
us help you. It will cost you nothing to ask us HOW? Sim
by
bodies and brains.
considered as evidence against the de- ply send us the coupon below and it will bring to
fendant, was the problem presented to
! 1 1
your aid ail the resources of thai yre.it institution,
ithe United Slates district court here
Try a dish of crisp
the I.C.S., an establishment backed by a capital
ROADS
today by attorneys for Dr. John Grant
How can I heat and cook aster, better, cheaper f
of six million dollars and founded and main
Lyman, charged with having used the
Let
demonstrate to you their Cook Stoves,
tained for the benefit of poorly paid men and
jmatts to defraud in connection with
South Bend Malleable Range and Oak Heaters; they are not betThe papers
land deals at Panama.
women. If you want your pay increcsed,
ter than the best, but better than the rest They have a gerat
-were confiscated by government agents
of models at almost any price.
so at once.
MEETING
when Lyman's office here was raided
Don't think that old range is "good enough for you." The differ-enc- e
A.
Edward
arrest.
his
before
shortly
in fuel alone in six months will pay for a new one.
IMtrBilieBSI correspos&ace Sctosis
Mark and
Cream Regan, special prosecutor, contended
MO.,
Box WS, Scncton. i'x
Besides, remember there Is a great difference between "the mall
had
lirtV-the
ol'lijTitiun
that
government
vigorously
order guarantee covering defect ve material and workmanship" and
Mail the
can c
the roailica, tii
Nov. lOlli I5th, 191
itt, how
la legal right to make use of any
ire r.v.ri;;d
their "guarantee of perfect satisfaction." Always dependable.
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FIVE DIE IN OHIO

HOTEL FIRE TODAY.
Marysville. Ohio, Oct. 21. A. J.
Manuel, of Kenton, Ohio, was burned
to death and five persons were seriously injured in a Are which destroyed the Continental hotel here today.
The flames, caused by defective wiring, were canned by a small blizzard.
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